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HP 13L77AA memory module 8 GB 1 x 8 GB DDR4 3200 MHz

Brand : HP Product code: 13L77AA

Product name : 13L77AA

8GB DDR4-3200 SODIMM (13L77AA)

HP 13L77AA memory module 8 GB 1 x 8 GB DDR4 3200 MHz:

Flexible, fast scalability
Improve start-up times with fewer delays during routine operations, run more programs simultaneously,
and easily toggle between them with super-fast, power-efficient memory that you can scale to meet your
exact requirements.

HP-tested
Ensure that all of your memory characteristics match by upgrading with HP-branded memory that’s been
tested for seamless system-level integration with HP PCs.

Supported by HP
Protect your investment with the same world-class HP limited warranty you get for your PC.
HP 13L77AA. Component for: Laptop, Internal memory: 8 GB, Memory layout (modules x size): 1 x 8 GB,
Internal memory type: DDR4, Memory clock speed: 3200 MHz, Memory form factor: 260-pin SO-DIMM

Features

Internal memory * 8 GB
Memory layout (modules x size) * 1 x 8 GB
Internal memory type * DDR4
Memory clock speed * 3200 MHz
Component for * Laptop
Memory form factor * 260-pin SO-DIMM

Features

ECC *

Weight & dimensions

Width 133.3 mm
Depth 30.7 mm
Height 3.1 mm
Weight 14.76 g

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733020
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